Google Chat

A messaging platform built for teams

Google Chat makes it easy for teams to be able to get their work done in one place. From direct messages to group conversations, Chat helps teams collaborate easily and efficiently. With dedicated, virtual rooms to house projects over time — plus threaded conversations — Chat makes it simple to track progress and follow up tasks. Chat currently supports 28 languages and each room can support up to 8,000 members.
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Recommended FAQs

- Getting Started With Google Chat
- Google Chat Help Center
- Google Chat Create and Join Rooms

Browse More FAQs

- How do I use Google Chat?
- How do I turn on/off Google Chat in Gmail?
- Can I change the position of the Chat panel in Gmail?
- How do I create a room in Chat?
- What’s new in Google Chat vs. classic Hangouts?
- How do I turn on/off history in a Google Chat?
- What is the difference between a Room and a Group Chat?
- What bots are available in Google Chat?